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Eleventh Parliament 
Elected Members of Parliament 

Name of Member Role (If Any) Affiliated Party 

mopsistudios Prime Minister 
Minister for Home Affairs 

CEN 

Tony515 Minister for Infrastructure CEN 

sambrose Minister for Education & Culture CEN 

HurricanePanda08  CEN 

Kangaroo567  CEN 

minebuilder1223 Deputy Prime Minister 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

FWH 

hinwapoon Leader of the House 
Clerk of the House 

FWH 

Grass_Jelly Minister for Finance, Trade and 
the Economy 

FWH 

lebokbok  FWH 

_ezzo  FWH 

GukkyGukz Leader of the Opposition WAP 

Heiopeii  WAP 

Delfino88  WAP 

quarxilon  NOD 

All other names mentioned in this document are non-party affiliated.  
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19203 Second 
Reading 

Debate 
Adjourned 
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Election of Speaker 
 

CLERK: Order. Let’s start our business. The House shall elect a Speaker. Are there any 
nominations? 
 
Minebuilder1223: Thank you mr clerk. I nominate quarxilon for the office of speaker 
 
CLERK: is the nomination seconded?  
 
Grass_Jelly: I second. 
 
CLERK: are they anymore nomination? If not, I declare that quarxilon duly elected as Speaker 
of the House of Representatives of the 11th parliament. 
 
The SPEAKER (quarxilon) took the chair at 14 05, made an acknowledgement of country and 
read prayers. 
 
The SPEAKER: Any nomination for Deputy Speaker? 
 
SilverWolv: I  nominate hinwapoon 
 
Baymax1020: I second. 
 

 

19203 
Permanent Residency (Referendum) Bill 

 

Debate: 
The SPEAKER: is the house ready to proceed to the next part of today's agenda? Introducing 
the (hopefully) final reading of the Permanent Residency (Referendum) Bill. does the proposer 
of the bill wish to speak? 
 
Minebuilder1223: not here. I’ll speak on his behalf. Thank you mr speaker. This bill has been 
reviewed and considered by this house for an extended amount of time now. A number of 
suggestions have been made during this time. But have not materialized into amendments to be 
fully considered and voted on by the house. Therefore a large set of amendments should be 
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considered by the house to choose which suggestions should become binding. The issue of the 
permanent residency rank has been relevant in WH for over a year and a half now with little 
action having been taken to resolve it. I believe that this bill could be passed by the house next 
session if this house is able to come to an agreement. 
 
SilverWolv: Thank you Mr Speaker at the previous parliament, the govt stated that a committee 
would be formed to determine the questions, and options that would appear on the ballot. where 
is this committee, who will be in the committee, is there even going to be a committee? 
 
The SPEAKER: anyone wishes to respond? 
 
Grass_Jelly: can the house have some decorum. some hor hopeful is running buckwild 
 
The SPEAKER: Please remain seated. Any calls? 
 
Grass_Jelly: Thank you Mr Speaker As my honourable friend, who has tabled the bill today, is 
currently unavailable, I move that the bill be adjourned until such a time as they are. 
 
Question put to the House and agreed on.  
 
The SPEAKER: the ayes have it.  this bill shall be adjourned to the next session in 2 weeks and 
hopefully be resolved by then 
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Permanent Residency (Referendum) Bill 

 
A 

B I L L 
TO 

 

To make provision for the holding of a referendum in WolvHaven on whether the Permanent 

Residency Rank should be introduced. 

 

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent 

of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows - 

 

1. Definitions 

a. “PR Rank” refers to the Permanent Residency Rank. 

b. “PR” refers to a Permanent Resident. 

2. Referendum 

a. A referendum is to be held on whether the Permanent Residency Act 2018 should 

be implemented. 

i. The referendum will not be legally binding. 

b. The date of the referendum will be decided by a committee as per section 4. 

c. The question that is to appear on the ballot papers is “Should WolvHaven 

introduce the Permanent Residency Rank and in what form?”. 
i. The 3 alternate answers to this question as will appear on the ballot 

papers are- 

1. “OPTION A- Introduce the PR Rank whilst changing the criteria 

to allow for inactive citizens to be demoted to the PR rank, 

increase the maximum number of warnings for a PR to become 

Citizen to 1 warning and remove the need for an introductory 

letter  / OPTION B- Introduce the PR rank without changes / 

OPTION C- Reject the PR rank”. 

d. The referendum will be conducted using the Optional Preferential Voting (OPV) 

method. 

3. Entitlement to vote in the referendum 

a. Those entitled to vote in the referendum are the persons who, on the date of the 

referendum, would be entitled to vote as electors at a general election. 

4. Referendum Committee 

a. A committee will be created to decide the date of the referendum, organise and 

prepare the referendum. 

b. The committee will consist of all elected Members of Parliament and all Senators. 
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c. The committee is to be disbanded immediately after the date of the referendum. 

5. Extent 

a. This act extends to the whole of WolvHaven. 

6. Commencement 

a. All sections come into force on the day this act is passed. 

7. Short Title 

a. This act may be cited as the Permanent Residency (Referendum) Act 2o19.  
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Question without Notice 
 

The SPEAKER: moving on to questions. Anything to table. 
 
Grass_Jelly: my question is to MayorSeningrad 
 
MayorSeningrad: yes! 
 
Grass_Jelly: You have recently outlined a plan to get into a parliament as a one man team 
 
MayorSeningrad: true 
 
Grass_Jelly: Yet, currently as we speak, it is against the statutes to do so. let me finish. How 
do you hope to achieve this goal of yours 
 
MayorSeningrad: ye, is there anyway to explain this via discord or something? 
 
The SPEAKER: does MayorSeningrad wish to respond? 
 
MayorSeningrad: yes! should i come to you or what? 
 
The SPEAKER: please do so. nah just stand and speak the rear bench does not need to go up 
front. 
 
MayorSeningrad: so I would like to say that this is actually something I have done, because it’s 
a political statement. In my opinion, the system of political parties is not a good system, and I 
think every individual has the right to join the parliament WITHOUT two other people in their 
'party'. that's all 
 
The SPEAKER: weird flex but ok 
 
minebuilder1223: do i have time to propose a motion? 
 
The SPEAKER: do you know about independents? Anyway. 
 
CM_Raiders: Thank you Mr Speaker 
 
The SPEAKER: mibu motions are to follow after this 
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CM_Raiders: I would like to question the honorable gentlemen in if he is familiar with the 
parliament sort of mannerisms 
 
MayorSeningrad: is this a question for me? 
 
The SPEAKER: order. please wait your turn 
 
CM_Raiders: and if he thinks he is able to operate in a possible future parliament accordingly 
 
MayorSeningrad: can I react? 
 
y0urs_Tru1y: so let me ask. are you not here participating now? yet you claim that it would not 
be possible to join without a party. your mere presence here clearly contradicts this. 
 
MayorSeningrad: CAN I PLEASE REACT 
 
The SPEAKER: mayor. you may speak. b0b after this. y0urs third in line 
 
MayorSeningrad: I have never stated that it wouldn't be possible, but somebody asks a 
question about it, this does mean that its not usual for someone to do this. I am against thee 
system of parties. 
 
Grass_Jelly: firstly, here's some reading for when you're tired, mayor. 
https://wolvhaven.net/gov/parliament/ . anyways, my question is directed at minebuilder and the 
president. Thanks for your work on compiling all the bills from last term. Do you have a rough 
estimate on when this work will be done? thanks 
 
The SPEAKER: does y0 wish to speak now or wait until mayor is back? 
 
y0urs_Tru1y: i shall wait for the fake mayor. 
 
minebuilder1223: Thank you mr speaker. In response to my honourable friend. A deadline has 
already been set for the completion of this work that is the end of this sunday. I would inform the 
house that this is tedious work since the sloppy work of some previous bills and hansards 
makes it difficult to compile all the acts of parliament nonetheless, it shall be completed by the 
deadline already set, i can assure him and silverwolv of that 
 
The SPEAKER: considering the challenge, is there any proposal to extend the deadline? 
 
y0urs_Tru1y: i would simply ask if anyone knew where the dear mayor ran to hide. that is all. 
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The SPEAKER: hold on. is he online on discord? guess not. Qix is next 
 
SilverWolv: Thank you Mr Speaker the question is directed to the deputy pm 
 
y0urs_Tru1y: coward. ran away when the qns got hard. 
 
SilverWolv: it wasn't mentioned in the president speech any commitment to transition to a 
discord parliament. does the govt also fully commit to pushing for the full transition into a discord 
parliament as laid out in its campaign 
 
CM_Raiders: oh my apologies that jump was accidental 
 
Minebuilder1223: Thank you Mr Speaker I agree with the honourable member that it is a 
commitment of this government that the discord transition by fully made. We are planning to 
move a motion today to solidify the opinion of this house regarding the change. And hope that 
the change is finalised so that next session will be the ultimate physical parliament session. 
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Motion 
 

The SPEAKER: Anyone else? No? Then we continue to motions. 
 
Minebuilder1223: Mr Speaker, I beg to move that this house is of the opinion that a bill to 
repeal section C of the wolvhaven statutes and therefore allow for parliament to transition to 
discord, should be read and voted on next session at the latest. 
 
The SPEAKER: Noted. Anyone seconding this? Any comments? 
 
Grass_Jelly: i second this. 
 
The SPEAKER: Voting? excuse me for a moment. Alright, sorry for the interruption. alright , this 
motion by mibu will be tabled next session 
 
minebuilder1223: I JUST MOVED THE BLOODY MOTION 
 
The SPEAKER: does the house agree to adjourn this session 
 
Question put to the House ana agreed on. 
 
Parliament adjourned at 15 12. 
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